GRAYS WIN AGAIN...

Neely Shuffles Blue-Gray, Hopes For Ten Quick Tricks

By MELVIN BUCK

Coach Jess Neely reshuffled the cards and dealt out the gold jerseys in a manner that will win the most tricks in the coming season.

Last Saturday night the “Rebs” in gray jerseys upset the “Yanks” in blue 20-0 in a one-sided “Bull Run.” The Grays were led by the new first string Quarterback Billy Cox to two touchdown drives.

MIKE BOWEN, the third string fullback, scored twice: on an intercepted pass for fifty-two yards and on a three yard plunge. For the Blues, Roland Jackson and Jerry Candler kept the ball rolling on offense.

THE BRIGHT SPOT in the whole game was the middle line, where Boyd and Rufus King, Bobby Lively, Robert Johnston, and Dickie Woods bumped noses with their gray counterparts Jim Stroud, Walter Ligon, Ray Alborn, George Karam, and Larry Anthony.

Defensive end play, which was a sore spot with Rice last season, looked considerably improved on both teams.

With the Owls’ second and third teams showing a great desire to roughhouse, it means that Rice’s reserve strength will be something to be reckoned with this season. The Owls have two weeks of practice since the intra-squad game to develop their first and second teams before they encounter the Engineers of Georgia Tech.

ROUNDING OUT the unprecedented twelve-man first team are; Ends Gene Raesz and Johnny Burrell, Tackles Robert Johnston and Dickie Woods, Guards Rufus King and Bobby Lively, Center Boyd King, Quarterback Billy Cox, Right Halfback Max Webb, Left Halfback Bob Wayt, and Fullbacks Roland Jackson and Jerry Candler.

With these twelve gold cards Coach Neely will be out to win ten quick tricks, starting with Georgia Tech.